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Reference: A2

Name: Pillerton Hersey Butlers Marston

Distance: 6.2 miles

Main features: Open views to the South from Lobbington Hall. Views towards
Gaydon and Edge Hill from Marston Hill. Picturesque village of Pillerton
Hersey.

Definitive path references: SD89a, SS3c, SS3a………..SS6d, SD91c, SD91,
Guide:
1. With your back to the church go South West along the main road.
2. Past the phone box on your left.
3. Before the road bends right on the bridge to cross the river keep straight ahead on the left hand side of the road,
across a house drive and through a green metal pedestrian gate.
4. Turn left, up the grass slope to a farm track, turn right onto the track and head south
5. Skirt around the barn to the left and keep ahead with hedge on your left. Down the slope, across the disused
railway line, through a gate and across the field to a stile, through a blackthorn thicket.
6. Cross the footbridge and turn left along the meadow, through a kissing gate and out onto a field turn left along
the field edge right across to the opposite side, then through a gap in the hedge
7. Go through the gap and cross the field to a metal gate and a path junction. Turn right do not go through the gate,
up the hill keeping hedge on your left.
8. Keep straight on, over a farm track, through a metal kissing gate, then with the hedge still on your left along the
field edge to a metal kissing gate. Through the gate and across the field to a farm track.
9. Across the track and with a hedge on your right follow the field boundary as it curves around to the left
10. Just after a gap in the hedge at a hedge corner cross the stile on your right. Keep hedge on your right down the
slope to the stream, cross the footbridge and with the fence on your left go up the slope.
11. Through the gates
12. Over the stile up to the road, turn left towards the church
13. Past the church on the road down to the main road
14. Turn right on the main road and then immediately left onto access road
15. Go straight ahead along road
16. Follow road past houses and into countryside again
17. Keep to track
18. Keep to track towards farm house, keep to left of house but to right of barn, through gate onto field
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19. Turn left, keeping the hedge on your left, up slope to gap in hedge. Diagonal right across centre of field to
hedge corner, then down slope with hedge on your right. Through gap, continue in same direction with hedge
now on your left to path junction at the end of the field.
20. Turn left to follow wide track that turns into a road leading into Butlers Marston.
21. Cross the road and straight on into the centre of the village, turn right down narrow road opposite the village
green.
22. Down the road, it turns into a narrow overgrown track, cross the footbridge and turn half left across the field,
23. Over another footbridge and then left at the kissing gate follow the path adjacent to the garden, through another
kissing gate and turn right up the field.
24. Through the metal gate
25. Up hill long diagonal path aiming just to the left of the bungalow and barn.
26. Left along farm track for 100m and when track turns right continue straight across field. Go through gap in
hedge; keep straight on keeping hedge on your left.
27. Straight across the grass airstrip and with hedge on your left follow field edge around to the right, through
wooden gate and along short path adjacent to houses and onto the road.
28. Turn left, down the hill to return to the church.
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